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If work in language acquisition is going to come togetheer with theories

about learnability and proposals about adult language strustures, then a successful

'approach will have to consider all three of these areas in looking for an explanatory

theory. The most reasonable theory might, at first, look inelegant when considered

.

in relation to ,just one area./ When set in the context ofyle other two, though, 1

,

,I.

it might turn out to be the model with the most explanatory power.
i

1

. I

ot

This paper is an effort toWard just this kind of integration.. We will.begin

,with a general discussion-of,the acquisition Allem. Then we Will look at one
N -7-

.
particular area of the adult grammar being acquA.ed derivattotal morphology. We pro-

pose the Inheritance Pifineiple as a core principle in,morphology, and then examine it with-

respect to learnability Wow it 'would operate as.a model for the learning of

.morphologically complex forms. The implications of such a model are then tested in

a set of experimer)6.

'1. AcquIsition: general considerations

The problem of language acquisition can be looked at as two interrelated

problems. One problem the child confronts is to fire out what relationships '2,-*

.

.,

between vindividual items in the language "count" as formal relationships, in each of

the grammatical domains. For example, 'the' relationship that holds mane all the words

which contain.a /pj )
somewhere in them is a relationship that a learner couldiuse

to make up a generalization about his language. Or,,the relationship between a

word, and its:intonation. .

But While these are plausibly significant relationships in certaip contextx, they
411F

are insignificant in the domain of morphology. An Wixation rule doesn't care

whether somewhere ih the form it's attaching to there is a /pi, nor does it pare about

whether a morphological base form has a rising or a falling contour. In contrast,

it might care about the relationship that holds, among, say, all



verbs that end in voiced consonants, A rule like past tense needs, in fact,

to looks at this. A learner's predosposition to recognize certain of theee
/ A

relationships' is no doubt Ipecified by the language acquisition device. Other

relationships, however, are not automatically recognized. As a consequlnce of this,

this is the place where a learner will make errors.

A second probleM f011awg from.this one. Once the learner has begun to

establish particular relationships between forms, and construct,preliminary rules,

he may go,too faro 'cvergeneralizing the rules to forms they should not affect. The

(by Baker and others)

problem which results has been called/the negative evidence problem.

how does the learne retreat from overgeneralizationa without access to information

that particular forms are not grammatical.

Both:cif these problems -- establishing what "counts" as a formal relationship

in a particular domain, and retreating from overgeneralizations without negative
ti

datlic:- arise in the acquisition of morpholcly, 'in the learning of forms which are

morphologically complex. We 16ok at these forms below.

. Thy target 'grammar 4- morphologically complex fo
k

Let us consider verbs and their deverbal count arts, first deverbal nominalt.

, In (1) - (3), thel.r. forms are the, verbs, the b. forms, tare the -.Jail 'proceis'

.

nominali and in c.,, marked withiarrampersand,' are -er agent nominals.

(1) a.. to ride bicycles wt hout lands

b. the riding of bicycles without hands

c. &the ridgr of bicycles wiihoutl4inds

(2) a. to break tally into bite-sized pieces
b. the breaking o',taffy irfto bite-sized pieces
c. &the breaker of taffy into bite -sized pieces

(31 a. to discover manuscripts under beds

b. the discovering ofminuscripts,under beds
c. \the discoverer of manUscriptS under beds

The ampersand inetates not that every reading Of these is bad, but that the



-reading we are aiming at here -- the one in which both complements are arguments

of the verb -- is ungrammatical. In (lc), tgen, we're talking about someone who ?'

I
ridei bikes without using any hands, not about bikes without hands nor about,a per:Fin

without hands, VOth of which are grammatical, if silly.

Despite the fact that the b. and c. forms are both related to the verbal a, forms,
0 ,

that is, they're both deverballnominals, only_the b.tforms cantake thePull range.
,

of the verb's arguments. The problem is not a semantic one. Each of these'c. forms

Would 1,e interpretable; (lc), would mean, as ye have said, Teomeonewho rides (or

is riding) a bike in a particular way; (2c), someone who breaks taffy into bite-
.

sizedpieces, and,.so forth. But the only reading available is one in which the

second argument is not an srgument of the verb but modifies eithet the higher or lower

NP. In (lc), for example", without hands can refer either to the rider of the'bike

or the bike, either of which would have no hands.

Allen (1976) has used the term "iz*eritance" to describe these facts informally.

Inlooking at cases whicI contain at most direct objects she notes, "deverbsl

nominals in -er and -Ira inheriAithe sub4ategorizations of the verb." (p. 170) This

is a simplification; though, as we have seen for the -er cases in (1) - 3), which'

prohibitmore than a direct object. Examples (4) - (7)are a better'test; they

. .

are verbs which require two complements. Note that the problem is not with one or

two complements: the examples in (8) - (10) only require one complement, butgthese

are not, direst object NPs, they are PPs.

(4) a. put NP PPne

b. the putting of men on the moon

c. &the putter of men on the moon

(5) a. hand NP PP11
at

b. the handing of scalpels to surgeons
c: &the hander of scalpels to surgeons

(6) a. place NP PPloc

b. the placing of students in colleges
c. &the placer of students in colleges

a'. glue NP Adv
b. the gluing 'of the pieces together

5
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(7) , a. glue NP
Adv
PP

c

b. the gluing of the 14ecesitogether

c. &the Bluer of ,the pie, p together

(8) a. . lean PP

b. this leaning against walls

c. &this leaner against *ells

(9) a---tUrn PP
Adj

b. this turning into a pumpkin.has go% to be dtoPped -

c. &thid turner into a pumpkin had got to be stopped

Once again,he c. cases are odd, suggesting a principle more restrictive thaAllenls in-

formal statement.
0 -

In (11) wt propose s a principle, the aheritance. Principle.

, 5

Th'

.(11) thy- Inheritance Principle:

a. a. derived form inherits the ful l subcategorizatiOn of its; .

base unless the relation between the two is distant, i.e.

differs. In tiro respects; category and meaning;

/b. if a derived form is distantly relatedto its base, then

only the unmarkedspOrtion of the subcategoriiation is

inherited, traAsitivi or intransitive (see Carlson & Roeper,

1980)-.

This pricipla (which will;have to be made more explicit withrespect to "chatge

of meaning") will account'for the differenced between the and c. cases in (1)-(9).

In -ing affixation, there is a change of category.-- a verb becomes a noun -- but

the only meaning change is that whiche new category brings to the form. No

extra.meaning compOnent IS added. In the -dr examples, hoWever, the affix carries

a meaning ofits own, agent f action. So in addition to the change of category;

there is also a. change of meaning. With these two changes, the Inheritance

Principle allows only an unmarked sUbcategorization.-.
We can se` a .similar pattern in (12) (14) with the -able affix; which changed

verbs into adjectives ati. addb the.-,basic meaning "able to be V-ed".'

e

'I

OP (12) a. break the taffy into bite-sized'pieces

di b. &the taffy is breakable into bite-siied pieces
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(13) a. rid this bike without hands

&the bike is rideable without hands
0.

pieinto thirds "46:-
dividable into thirds
divisible into thirds

(14) a.

b.
c.

divide the

obis

&the is

the p e id% from Aronoff, 1976)

Note that (14), iivide, has a possible alterative, divisible, which can take extra.

. -5-

A

complements, in contrast to dividable, formed with- the-- productive -able rule. (This

contrast was originally pointed out in Arai-lb-if (1976) Presumably, divisible

f
would, have a separate lexical entry (womld not be formed by ,rule) and its subcategor-

, .

j 0
ization would specify that it takes -a PP.

4%

.

According, o the Inheritance Principle, if Nil subcatesprization-is to be
#

.
inherited:then category and meaning may not both change. The '-ink: cases showed '

_IC' ,. .
, 0

the category changing while tfe meaning.remained constant. e cases in, (15) - (17)
.

4

ill

I

ate the meaning changing while the category remains, constant.

(15) rehand the scalpel to the surgeon

(16) replace the students in summer joht-

(17). reglue the pieces together

Here re- adds the meaning"agaih' but does not change the category; hand' and

rehand are baverbs. Theseaxamples,are parallel'to (5) - (7). In similar

P
- fashion, we woulq. expect (4) to allow the corresponding (18),

1

(18) reput the menon.the moon

but we don't. -This fect,.will, for the

.1.

ent,4ave to remain unexplained.

3. Learnability '
.

TheInnekitance Principle.; as, it was proposed aboA, is a principle'ipvernir'ig

the adult grammar. Itp form, however,'makes it a candidate for a principle'
. . .

. .

. _ ).

' governiqg acquisition., WeTepeat it below.

.



(11) the Inheritance Principle: .

;/

When

a. a derived form inh rits the full subcategorization of its-.
r- base unless the re ation between the two

i.e. differs into respects, category an
, .

b. if a derived formiis distantly riklated to its base, then
.5

. only the unmarked portion of the subcategorization is
inherited transitive or intransitive. .

% 4 .

ormi -is distant,

aning.

-6-

d as a learning model, it makes two plausible predictipns. We state them
"

in (19).

(19)" learners will overgeneralize verbal modifiers in all deverbal
forms, unless the form is seen as- distantly related to its: base

5
(ii) a child will automatically retreat from overgeneralization)--

without negative evidehbe as soon as he finds data indicatingL that a deverbal foi.'m is distantly related to its lOse.(differs
,in both category and meaning

*e'

The Inheritance Model, then, suggests that overgeneralizations'and abhsequent

,retreat from overgeneralizations follow in a principled way from the foiimal-relation-
.

ships th

sees onl

1 else abp

t learners posit between items. If a learnpr encounters a new form and

that it is related to a form with Alai' he is familiar, but knows

it, he will assume that it inherits the properties of the base form

whichae k ows. Once he finds that the isx'form is suffick,'tst,

base -- differS in two critical respects -- then he will sto

with the base form and give it independent status. . Finding

the newiform and the old one will be possible froM positive e

ly diffeent frOM its

treating it identically

fences between

v( de alone: changes

of categoryFill beavailable from the syntactic environment; changes in meaning
t.
will be available .fTom the contextx in3which the form is used. The learner will be

Able to add information (about category and meaning, among other types) solely

from the input data that he is exposed to.

° 4. Acquisition data
I .

The predictions 'of the Inheritance Model were testedin a series of experiments.

4
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The first experiment tested a group of Children between

-7-

3. and 7 on-their inter-,

pretations of,thea. type forms, the grnaininals which dOn't aTlow inheritance....

Some examples appear 0 (20).. 4
*

(20 a. a diver without a mask
a drummer without sticks

c. a,rider of bike without hands

We tested these same childrenon
the.corresponding verb forms, given in (21).

Throughout, we used the progressive7f/rms a sdbple of hich appears in (22).

(21) . a. dive without a mask
b. drUm without sticks
c. ride a, hike without hands

I

(22) , a mautdiving without .a mask
. ,

.0

The test went as follows. E0K-chillliwas shown a group or 3 picture cards
- .

(shown below) and asked, fOi'\fXample, "Can you slqow me 41 the pictures of a

3
. diver without a mask?" or "Can you show me all the picturesof a man diving

without a mask?", either the noun- fonm or the verb form. For the -er, noun, form,
a diver without a mask,

1 the only correct response is picture 3, since-here, the diver has no mask. Picture 2

is.not correct,iince a mask appears in the picture. The man here is a diver with

a mask. For the verb forms a man diving without a mask, there are to correct

responses, both 2 and 3. In both of these, the action is occurring without the

Use of the mask.

Picture 2, then, is,the crucial case. is correct only for the verb

and not for the noun form.

F
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Before we look at the children 's responses, we should look at the responses

from a group. of 12 University ofMassahusetts undergraduates who served as

controls for the experiment. The right hand column. of Table 3, gives their responses.

t-

Table 1 ' Percentage of responses for which each picture as selected
as an instance of the phrase

'

adivpr without a mask
4

*1 , 0% 0%
-

*2 82% 0%

- 3 100% 100%

a man diving without a mask',

*1
)

0% 0%

2 -100% 100%

'3 100% 100%'

children adults

n=18 n=1?

None of their resPo'nses'included picture 1, none included 2, but all of their
_

responses included picture 3 for the -$Enounf0-ms. The'verb forms they treated

differently: none of their tesponses in cludedqlbut all included both,2 and' 3.

The children'i responses appearin the left hand column. If we look at the

bott m set, the verb esponses, we see that they are identical to.theadult pattern.

Bot an4 3 were alw chosen as. a man diving without a mask. But if we look at

mendous contrast. While none of the adults chose 2, 82t of
-the topset we see a

the children 'did choose ,-treating the,-er form incorrectl#Oas an inheriting' form.

(There wore no age among the children.)

We see, theft e'first prediction of the Inheritance.Modei borne dut: the

"VS

.
. .

children are treating derived' forms ]dike their bases, inheriting all the verbal
... -

subcategorization into the -er forth, oVergpneralizing inheritance. The second prediction

of the Inheritance Model ooncetns retreat from'overgenerslization. Once the children

are familiar enough with an affix to know the typts of, changes it invokes on a base,

12

1
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they will let the-inheritance facts right
autommticallk.. In this ca/ place the

chly learns that -er changes both. category and meantng:.theYlkill
stop inheriting

the complements iri these forms.

RoAest how well an, = ix

howevert that a child would not

Therefore a production task serve

is understood

prediction is that once -er is un

inheritance
cease, -sinc e the

e an affix

as a test

poses a
di.ffikilt.question4, We assumed,
.ti

productively until hanknewyhat it did.-

afor whether a child knew the bfax. The

rstood completely (i.e. mastered in produption),

ild will ow that -er changes both the categoryand the meaning, of the base it attaches
to . _' Uz til then, before children have

V
eyed -erg they will inherit.

A new grouplof children.eleil
between 5 and 6, were tested.in these two IL-?F4.

nsion task was-the one just
described.. The prodliction task was the4

familiar nonsense foiktask. The'child'yds shovha pituie of a person doing some

.

.--,-2

%

.,,activity forvhich.there is no one-word name, (for example, a picture of a gi, rrroiling
out a roll of paper onto a table) and is told, "This is Mary. :Zhe's zib
you say that?"

Aft
The -child-is asked to repeat the form, to inflect it another way,.

(for example "Yesterday she
.", and thefi to produce the -er vent form,

e
"What would you call someone whose jot it was to zib?" The child was to s4r "zibber".

The data

Table 2

compre-
hension

appear in Table 2, and are remarkably
close, to the predictions.

Correlation of responses to -er production and withocomprehension tests
n= 12)

production test 4
=ermet mastered -er mastered

inher-
iting

PPs

riot

inher-

iting
PPs.

***

0 ry

1

11-



1,-
,All of "'children who had not mastered -er (the two left boxes) are inheriting

complaients.- Of the children, who had mastered the affix productively, 6 out of

fr

(the right.hand column) are not inheriting. This result was highly significant'

-11-
1

(p4.01) . Once the children have worked out the af ix, inheritance disappears, exactly
40*

what predictic (ii) of the Inheritance :)el s a
.

,To-Summarize briefly: re discusied the Inheritance Principle as a-proposa/ for

the adult morphological.systiem,.then considered it .as a mode

showed how it could account,for64rgeneralization; as'well a

In acquisition. We

inaie the need

for negative evidence. The experiments support both'predictions,. They show initial
.,

.overgeheralization and subsequent retreat, with exactly the expected corpelafion.

While the InheritaAce Model is aimed at the types etf relationships that hold

between iteMp.in thes4omain o-morphology, its form suggests parallel models for
S

other domains of the grammar; and a programmatic apprIpach'to studylpg oV'ergeneraliza4ion

.
and retreat in langutlge acquisition. Inasmuc0 as the Model was derived from a

principle governing the adult system; its success 'provides support for a research

program which considers adult language structures, learnabi,lity and acquisition

data together in theories about human language.
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